Numerical Processing and Executive Functioning in Early Versus Middle Childhood: A Japanese Sample.
Many previous studies have investigated developmental differences in numerical processing by manipulating numerical distance and physical size in a number sequence. While it has been theorized that children's maturity level in executive functioning affects their numerical processing, the interaction between numerical processing and executive functioning through development remains unclear. We divided 60 Japanese school children, aged 8-12 years, into three age-related groups (second graders, fourth graders, and sixth graders) and had them perform physical and numerical comparison Stroop tasks. In the physical comparison task, the numerical Stroop effect (i.e., automatic numerical processing) was evident in each group, but, in the numerical comparison task, the numerical distance effect (i.e., intentional numerical processing) was evident in each group. Also, in the numerical comparison task, the size congruity effect (an index of the attentional and inhibitory control mechanisms of executive functioning) was more salient among second graders than among fourth or sixth graders. These results suggest that numerical processing matures and then plateaus just before primary school, while executive functioning continues to develop. Thus, these data provide evidence of a developmental dissociation between numerical processing and executive functioning.